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 Pure
INTUITIVE DESIGN AND FEATURES
The elegant, compact design of Tylö’s Pure control panel makes it 
the go-to choice for those who value functionality and advanced 
technology without compromising on aesthetics. 

The ultra-thin black control lights up and lets you set the 
lighting, temperature and sauna time easily with only a few  
touches. Of course, choosing the default start time means you 
can step into a wonderfully hot sauna as soon as you get home. 

Control your sauna from anywhere  
- all you need is WiFi

-  Set temperature and humidity

-  Can create multiple user profiles

-  Control sauna/steam via WiFi and app

-  Control several units at a time 

-  Set different schedules for different week days

-  Set specific profiles for specific times or dates

-  Instant fault notification

 Elite & WellAccess™
EFFORTLESS BATHING
The new multi-disciplinary control panel Elite from Tylö is  
packed with advanced features, thanks to its internal processor 
and operating system. In addition to highly personalized settings, 
the Elite can be individually programmed according to your own 
schedule. 

Add features such as auxiliary fans, fragrance pumps or sound 
systems – the Elite control panel handles it all with clear and 
concise precision. The crystalline 4.5-inch screen delivers real-time 
status on every aspect of your sauna bath. Naturally, it includes 
steam and temperature settings and WiFi app-connectivity. 

WELLACCESS™ - AN ALL-NEW CONTROL PANEL  
APP FOR MOBILE DEVICES AND COMPUTERS
In order to increase comfort, convenience and a better user expe-
rience adapted to people’s everyday living patterns, we recently 
launched WellAccess™, an ingenious computer and smartphone app. 

The user interface, developed for mobile devices and personal 
computers, perfectly emulates that of the sauna control panel. 
Through sensible engineering, the outcome is highly usable func-
tionality, allowing sauna bathers to log on to the control panel 
through the smartphone app over their local WiFi network and 
remotely control most aspects of their sauna.

On both the control panel itself and via WellAccess™, it is  
possible to create and save several different user profiles and  
favourite settings, and set different schedules. In commercial  
settings, it is possible to manage multiple units from one point  
of access, and set unique profiles for different locations.




